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Field Day 2014 – Out of this world!
June 30, 2014 by Don K6GHA
Field Day has been called by some Amateurs
“the best few days of the year.” At the top of
Empire Grade Rd near Bonny Doon, CA, I found

at the CA-Forestry & Fire Protection Training
Field Day site. John Sisler (KJ6ZL) had just
accomplished something he had been working
towards for years, but until Field Day 2014 he
had never done. What just happened?!? What
did he do?
John’s station had logged a first time
phone contact with the International
Space Station (ISS) call sign NA1ISS and
astronaut Reid Wiseman (Commander,
U.S. Navy, KF5LKT).

myself in amongst all the activities which
make up ARRL Field Day. Setting up antenna
towers and radio stations, reconnecting with
some folks I hadn’t seen since last year, and
generally having a great time sharing stories.
As Saturday morning rolled around and the 11
A.M. PST kickoff for Field Day approached, the
general hum of activity picked up, and I took
my place to assist where I could at the GOTA
(Get On The Air) station. This was a heavily
visited station this year with newly licensed
hams and guests trying out HF radio for the
first time. This station generally sets the
tone of the big reasons for field day: community engagement. Located in the middle
of our site’s activity Reed (N1WC) and San
(W6RRR) were the face of Amateur Radio
at the station and did an admirable job
introducing new folks to amateur radio and
getting them on the air.
Just after things got underway, a buzz ran
around the site, and spread to the local
2-meter Field-Day call-in frequency, announcing a QST of an “out of this world event.”
Something had been accomplished by one of
the stations managers, which (to the best of
my knowledge) had not been achieved before

My first thought was wow . . . I missed
it. By 11:30am, there was a crowd
gathering outside the satellite station,
and John (KJ6ZL) explained the event
to the group of gathering hams. He did
so smiling, knowing that on this day,
at his satellite Field Day site (K6MMM),
and JV (K6HJU) at the mic, he had
made his first International Space Station (ISS)
voice contact!
A little perspective here. The ISS is traveling
at 4.8 miles per second, 17,150 miles per hour,
and once around the world every 90 minutes.
Its orbit is about 230 miles above the earth.
The window of communication from horizon

field day with 3 communications opportunities
(once per orbit). See article: http://www.arrl.
org/news/international-space-station-crewmay-be-on-the-air-for-field-day.
Well, being of sharp wit, and thankful that
the coffee kicked in, I cornered John and said,
“Hey . . . doesn’t that come by here again in
about 60 minutes?” He said, “Yes, but don’t
count on them being on the air. This is a rare
event when they do this.”
To shorten this story, I was on the air when the
ISS came back over the horizon at 19:51 UTC.
After a few nervous minutes of silent air time, I
heard the call from the ISS and jumped on it to
make my own “first contact” with Commander
Wiseman on NA1ISS. I immediately handed off
the mic to John and he did the same. There
were about 9 field day hams that made our first
ISS contact, over the 3 total operational passes
of the ISS on Field Day. It was an out of this
world experience! I’m still flying high. I’ll be
mailing soon for my QSL card!
http://www.ariss.org/qsl-cards.html
Thank you again John (KJ6ZL) for all your
continued work on the Field Day satellite
station set-up and community training. If you
want to know more about making your own 2M
& 440Mhz FM contacts via satellite check out
John’s (KJ6ZL) articles 2014 Good Listeners
and 2012 Hawaii Contact video.
The two videos below reveal what it sounded
like on the up/down link to the ISS on FD
2014.
Thanks to Donald (AE6RF) for the Field Day Site
Photos

More Field Day Photos...
Bob K6XX
https://www.flickr.com/gp/125032038@
N04/R748r5/
to horizon is just under 8 minutes. And don’t
forget, the astronauts have much more important things to be doing other than talking to
hams! However, this year ARRL was able to get
Commander Wiseman to support the start of

Don AE6RF
https://www.flickr.com/
photos/51588680@N06/
sets/72157644995319408/
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Field Day 2014 - ISS Contacts, the Backstory
July 4, 2014 by John KJ6ZL
Ah . . . the feeling of success. I was walking
on air Saturday morning, June 28th, at about
11:30 a.m. In less than 10 minutes into the
official start-time of Field Day, the main purpose of all the Satellite Station prep-work and
station setup was accomplished. We had finally
done something we had been hoping to do
year after year, every year, ever since adding
a Sat Station to Field Day: we had finally
actually made contact with Astronauts on the
International Space Station!
To all “in the know” about VHF setups, and
shooting signal toward the sky instead of
earth, the truth is that contact with the ISS
is a very easy thing. They fly by quickly of
course, and you need to track their movement,
but they are at an altitude of between 200
and 280 miles which for space communication
is basically ‘right in front of you’. It’s easy to
send signals to the ISS. What’s hard is finding
someone there willing to talk. Well, thanks to
the crew on the ISS, that was no issue this
year. Reid Wiseman manned the ham station
on board like a pro, and navigated through
what would have to be the world’s greatest
pileup imaginable.

But through all of that we made contact. Not
once, but multiple times, and boy was it good.
But it wouldn’t have happened without the
admittedly unplanned and, well, rather lucky,
events that lead up to that eventful moment.
We could easily have been one of the folks who
missed it.
As the years have gone by I have played
with the Satellite station each year, trying to
improve it. It’s not a setup I leave assembled

all year long, it’s a series of equipment and
parts I put together a week or two before
Field Day, then disassemble and reassemble at
the site. Since I’ve done it a number of times,
assembly takes about two hours, as I find the
various parts I need tucked away around my
garage and backyard. This year I didn’t have
much time to “play Satellites” before Field
Day, and actually I did not put the station
together for a pre-test until Wednesday, June
25th, just a few days before go-time. Thankfully everything seemed to work the same as
before, and I decided to try adding a preamp
and cavity filter on 2 meters, to improve
reception.
As Field Day approached, John Charco (N6FBA)
sent me an e-mail titled “Possible ISS voice
contacts for Field Day 2014.” It was something he had been forwarded from someone
else, and quiet honestly my reaction was like,
“oh, I’ve heard that before,” and I didn’t pay
it much attention. John had also asked that I
teach a class at Field Day if possible, for the
bonus points, and could I please put together
some handouts or something that he could
forward to the ARRL as “proof” that a class
actually existed.

I thought about what I’d like to discuss, and
decided to focus on the Sat’s themselves. How
they work, and don’t work. I put together
some pages for a handout, and popped them
off to my printer, and while thinking about
that decided to make a few copies of the
e-mail John had sent about the possible ISS
activity, just to have something to display
at the site. When we set things up on Friday,
I taped a list of Satellite pass times up for
Continued page 4

Our last club meeting was rather spontaneous
with various speakers discussing the aspects
of Field Days past and present. Suellene,
K6CPA, led off the meeting with the open
invitation for speakers. Bob Weiser, K6RMW,
puts a great emphasis on exposing ham radio
to the general public by setting up in areas
accessible to those who are not hams. This is
a good PR effort welcomed by ARRL and for
Amateur Radio in General. Bob’s many years
of south county exhibitions and work with the
Watsonville airshows keeps ham radio in the
public eye and serves the community. Well
done, Bob.
I paid my annual visit to the UCSC Field
Day Site. Steve Petersen, AC6P, and students
set up antennas and three tents to conduct
another successful operation. I don’t know
how many points they amassed, but I know it
was fun and instructional. When I asked Steve
about testing a length of defective coax, he
described a method of putting power into a
dummy load and measuring with a Bird Wattmeter. I thought that was good and wanted
to use a similar method on an antenna on a
sailboat I crew on. When I saw Kerry, K3RRY,
at Field Day, I asked him how the test went.
He said, “We thought about doing that, but
in the end, we just chopped off a bad PL-259
fitting and replaced it. Worked fine.” I like
that, a very direct method. Steve suggested I
just start with the most obvious – check for a
bad antenna or connection. We already have
a bosn’s chair, a block and tackle and willing
participant to do that. Fortunately, he’s not
afraid of heights.
I did manage to help take down and dismantle the UCSC site tower. Kerry demonstrated some neat tricks when it came to
coiling wire antennas. Start with a single
loop, tie off with a zip tie, continue coiling,
etc. Works well and presents a handy and
neat appearance – and very useful for setting
up again next year. Suellene, K6PIO, arrived
to help and take photos. She showed us her
sunburned neck, incurred while viewing the
Empire Grade site atop the hill on Saturday.
Her neckline was painfully red. Having lived
Continued page 3
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Youth Earns General License
By Suellene Petersen
Public Information Coordinator
ARRL Pacific Division, Santa Clara Valley Section
How many of our local hams were teenagers at the when they were first licensed? I have
talked to many of our mature operators who get misty when describing their experience
from back in the days when they had to visit the FCC office to sit for their exam then waiting for weeks to get their call signs. Times have changed and the licensing process in much
easier. However, one thing is
the same, youth are still getting
licensed. At the June 14, 2014,
exam that was administered by
the Santa Cruz VE Group, Galen
Asphaug, of Santa Cruz passed
both the Technician and General
exams. Galen is only 13 years old.
He is just as excited about passing
as those older hams were when
they were the same age.
Maybe Galen does not have to
check the mailbox every day, but
he is checking the data base to discover his call sign. No matter that the wait time is so
short, it must be excruciating for a 13 year old who has a new Yaesu FT-2900R 75 Watt 2
Meter VHF Mobile Transceiver sitting on a table just waiting to be used. In the meantime,
Galen is also working towards a obtaining a 40 meter radio and he is busy designing a 40
meter inverted V antenna.
Although Galen spent every Monday evening in a class that was predominantly full of adults
learning about the fundamentals of amateur radio, he and his mentor, Brian King also studied for the general exam on their own.. Brian is a Director of the Wilderness Skills Institute
where Galen is enrolled. Both are now looking forward to participating in Field Day 2014.
Let’s keep an eye open for them at our GOTA stations!

July Speaker
Our speaker for the July meeting will be
Ralph Simpson presenting “Crypto Warfare:
the Evolution of Military Cryptology”.
Ralph is a veteran of the tech industry here
in Silicon Valley, having worked for companies such as IBM and Cisco. He is now
a historian of encryption technology and
curator of the website http://www.ciphermachines.com

Field Day in Watsonville
The infimus 6m antenna at Watsonville Field Day
Here is the 6m antenna we put together with
blue painter’s tape, zip cord and a tow truck. First
contact when the radio was turned on was New
Mexico at S-9 +10dB.
There is also a 18 dBi omni WiFi antenna mounted
on the pipe just above the 6m Yagi. We sent WiFi
traffic across to the other side of the airport from
this point.
—Bob K6RMW

Ralph presented a history of the Enigma
machine to the club in May, and brought along
his own Enigma for a “show and tell”. The
presentation from the May meeting is available
online at http://ciphermachines.com/enigma?
For the July meeting, Ralph will be talking
about the evolution of encryption machines
with some items from his collection specifically
related to military communications — closely
related to radio of course!
—Michael Usher AG6MK
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SCCARC Aids
Environmental
Research
Kenneth KI6UWK just returned from a
week-long research cruise to investigate the
recent findings of mercury in coastal marine
fog, with their ocean-going fog collector
(mounted atop a couple of vertical sections
of Rohn 25G) above the bow of the 135ft.
Research Vessel Point Sur. Dubbed “The Fog
Cruise”, the crew and science party aboard
sampled near and offshore waters using
oceanographic tools for signs of methylmercury (MeHg), from deep sea sediments to fog
above the sea surface.
Moss Landing Marine Labs “Fog Cruise” blog,
with photos:
http://bit.ly/1wbnZLK
Moss Landing Marine Labs:
http://www.mlml.calstate.edu
As things had worked out during our recent
K6BJ repeater antenna tower replacement
project, that tilting base and two Rohn 25G
sections were not useful toward our project,
they had become surplus. Then upon hearing
on our repeater that Kenneth was looking for
such hardware for the fog collector research,
we gave them to him. After considerable
installation work, they did become very
useful to the fog researchers, to keep the
fog collector farther above, away from the
sea splashes of their big ship! By the way,
coincidentally, Kenneth recently made a
very generous donation to our Club treasury!
Routinely on our local repeaters with the rest
of the hams there, Kenneth KI6UWH and wife
Susan KJ6AMA also lead operations of our
County Equine Evacuation disaster volunteers.
http://www.equineevac.org/
Thanks Susan and Kenneth!
—Cap, KE6AFE

Chatter continued
in Honolulu for half my life, I know what
that feels like. It may blister.
Been sailing again with our Short Skip editor, Ron, K6EXT. He crews with us aboard
the Cal 34, Misty. It’s good to have him to
help with sail handling and rigging the boat
on departure and return. Good crewmembers
are hard to find. Besides, with Ron aboard
it means I have less work to do. Ron has
sailed aboard Misty several times over the
past few years.
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ISS continued
display, and added John’s e-mail to the wall
outside the trailer.
All looked good on Friday, and a few of the folks
at the site joined me for a few tries at some
Satellite passes late in the day. The station
sounded good, and we heard ourselves clearly
in the headphones, but for some reason no one
else was playing Sat’s at that time! We didn’t
hear anyone else using the birds, for three
passes, on different Satellites, on Friday. It
was weird, and frustrating, and for a moment
I had to ask, “are we hearing ourself so well
because of some sort of cross taking place here
at the station?” To prove to ourselves that our
voice was indeed leaving the station and being
received on return, I turned off the computer
control of the radio and allowed the Doppler
shift to run amok, letting our voices shift up
frequency as we talked into the mic, listening
to our own voice return. Sure enough, what
we were hearing was indeed shifting. All was
good, but where was everybody? We heard no
one, and even though I had other listeners with
me Friday night, we didn’t make contact with
anyone. So much for a Station demonstration. It
was a bit of a letdown.
From our Friday tests, we also decided that the
addition of the preamp was not that useful. It
brought up the noise floor too much, and the
cavity filter, though working quite well, simply
couldn’t do anything to improve the actual
increase in noise floor that came from the
preamp itself. The station sounded best when
we simply dropped back to “barefoot“ no amp or
preamp, and allowed the receiver of the good-ol
Yaesu 736R do all the work. I took the extra
parts home with me Friday night. The station
was ready.
Saturday morning started nice and clear. I got
back up to the site just a bit before 10am, and
joined everyone else as the 11am start-time
approached. Analyzing the Satellites, and the
ISS, we saw that the ISS was going to pass
over at just about 10 minutes after 11am, so a
contact (if we got one) could actually count for
Field Day. It turned out that all the other Satellites were not going to actually have any useful
passes until much later in the day. The first
useful pass was a minimal one at about 1:30
p.m., then nothing much until 4:30 p.m. Satellite operation was going to be an “afternoonevening” event. Nothing much to do until then.
Well, I suppose we could try the ISS, though
they’ve never been on the air in other years. At
least it was something to do. JV came by, and
took a seat at the station, trying on some headphones from the neat little headphone breakout
box I had available. It allowed four headsets to
plug in for people to listen. Nice addtion to the
station, if anyone cares.
Restless, I stood up and walked outside. At just
about 11 a.m., I went out front and decided to
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read the e-mail John had sent in detail, taking
it off the wall and bringing it indoors to sit back
down. Wait a minute. This says the operation, if
it does occur, could be using the packet station
instead of the original voice frequency. I looked
at my computer control. It was set for the
wrong uplink! It was set for a frequency 25khz
away. Madly rushing, I jumped to work. Where
is that frequency stored in the software? For ISS
operation, the software used is not the same
as for normal Satellite contacts. The ISS uses
uplink and downlink both on 2-m. It does not
use two VFO’s, it’s not full duplex, and the file
of frequency information is not the same. Four
minutes to the pass! There! It’s in the file called
Doppler.SQF. I changed it quickly, popped back
to the normal software mode, quickly watching
the computer take control of the radio, and the
frequency had not changed! Oh man, what now?
Reading the help file (a massive document many
pages long) I got down to the specific spot
about ISS operation where there is a one-line
statement: that the frequencies use for voice
will be read from the third frequency list for ISS
operation. The frequencies need to be listed
in a specific order: packet first, split 2-m/440
second, voice third. I changed a different line,
popped back to normal operation, saw the
computer take radio control, grabbed the mic
from JV quickly and “kerchunked,‚Äù similar
to what you would do to check to see if you
have the right offset programmed for repeater
operation. The radio displayed it’s transmitted
frequency. Not the same as the one I programmed
in, but. Oh, I see, it’s correctly shifted by the
computer for Doppler compensation. Is it right?
Is it right??
Two minutes. The ISS is 3 degrees below the
horizon, coming up fast. Open the squelch wide.
I heard the computer control of the rotators kick
in, they began moving on the roof to track the
pass. It’s still below the horizon, but did you just
hear something? JV and I both had headphone
on. There! A voice? . . . and then Wham! A loud
voice! NA1SS! Calling! JV responded immediately,
giving out K6MMM. We waited. Static . . . . Then
NA1SS responded to someone else. Still concerned if we are on the right frequency my heart
was in my mouth. When the other exchange was
done JV tried again. Static . . . Wait . . . Then,
“The Mike Mike station, please come again.” Ah!
We’re there! JV made the contact, using K6MMM,
and NA1SS replied with, “I hear you, loud and
clear.” We had done it! We had done it!
We just sat there. Stunned. Four or five years,
and we did it. Just like that. We were where we
were supposed to be, with just the right tool for
the job, at just the right time, and they were on
the air. Ten minutes into Field Day, and we had
just made the 100 point bonus points for a Sat
station, by contact with NA1SS, onboard the ISS.
For a few minutes we were just 9 year old kids,
babbling with excitement. Did you see that? Did
you see?

It takes 90 minutes for the Station to go around
the world, and 90 minutes is plenty of time for
a crowd to gather. The word was out. We had
made contact. Of course, everyone wanted to do
a QSL with the ISS. Would they be back on the
air? Will it work? I was skeptical. The rumors I
had always heard was that the crew onboard ISS
didn’t really have time for this. That if they did
spend the time to work Field Day, they usually
do a quick “meet and greet” pass, then get back
to work. We’d know in 45 minutes. Around they
came again, this time coming up out of the
ocean further south. The pass showed that their
first contact with shoreline would cover southern California, and us. Up they came. Voices
heard! They were on the air twice! Don (K6GHA)
put out his call and got an immediate response.
I grabbed the mic from him and put out mine.
Same thing. I passed the mic to someone
else (Rich maybe? KE1B?). Bam! Another fast
contact. The mic passed around as the coverage
of the ISS increased. Soon they were covering
most of the western states, working as many
stations as possible, and we quit trying. The
pileup at their end must have been tremendous.
Anna (K6NN) was persistent, and toward the
end of their coverage when the ISS was well to
the east of us sure enough we heard that she
too had finally made it through. Huge success.
Now around 2 p.m., my prediction program
showed that they’d come around again and still
be covering quite a bit of the U.S and Canada.
Sure enough, they worked a third pass, and a
few more of us made individual contacts, and
then it was over. Three successful passes, with
contacts made on all of them. And it would not
have been possible without John having sent
me that e-mail.
Field Day itself was almost anticlimactic after
that. When Sat passes became effective at about
4 p.m. on Saturday afternoon, we used the
station for contacts from then until about 10
p.m. and then called it a day. Thankfully, there
were no “good passes” throughout the night. No
point to stay up all hours. I went home with the
expectation of getting some sleep and waking at
4 a.m. to come back up early (5 a.m. Sunday) to
catch a few more useful passes before the official
stop-time of 11 a.m.
But I didn’t sleep hardly at all.
I wish everyone luck on receiving QSL cards
from NA1SS, and want to thank John for being
one top of the information regarding the
potential for contacts, and doing his part in
forwarding that on to me. It would not have
been possible without him. And I want to thank
everyone else for their support (for how many
years?), as we have had this hope in the back
of our minds. The ISS is an easy target, but
maybe not so much. It takes some luck, and on
Saturday luck was with us.
Thanks to Donald (AE6RF) for the Field Day Site
Photo
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Field Day Photos

Greg Harbustan K6GPH
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SCCARC Board - 2014
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Directors

Suellene Petersen K6CPA
Michael Usher AG6MK		
David Copp WS2I		
Kathleen McQuilling KI6AIE		

Bruce Hawkins AC6DN
Ray Matteis KE6NHG		
Oliver Pitterling KJ6LDD
Becky Steinbruner KI6TKB		
(Immediate Past Pres.) Robert Ritchey KJ6FFP
K6BJ Trustee

Allen Fugelseth WB6RWU

MONTEREY BAY REPEATER ACTIVITY
Santa Cruz
County

ARES Net
San Lorenzo
Valley
Loma Prieta
Monterey
LPRC

SCCARC Calendar of Events
(831) 335-2662
(408) 582-2029
(831) 708-2206
(831) 476-6303

(831) 234-8721
(831) 685-2915
(831) 475-8846

K6BJ 146.790- PL 94.8 Santa Cruz (linked to KI6EH)
KI6EH 147.945- PL 94.8 Watsonville (linked to K6BJ)
K6BJ 440.925+ PL 123.0 Santa Cruz (not linked)		
K6BJ D-Star 441.675 +5MHz (D Star link: tinyurl.com/dstar-sc)
• SCCARC Net Monday 7:30 PM 146.79- /147.945- /147.180+ linked
• SCCARC 10 Meter Net Monday 7:00 PM 28.308 MHz USB
SC County Wide ARES Tuesday 7:30 PM on 147.180+ PL 94.8
and 443.600+ PL 110.9 linked
WR6AOK 147.120+ PL 94.8 Ben Lomond
• SLV Net Thursday 7:30 PM
AB6VS 440.550+ / AE6KE 146.835- PL 94.8 (linked for net)
• LP ARES / LPARC Net Tuesday 7:15 PM
K6LY 146.97- PL 94.8 / 444.700+ PL123 (linked for net) Monterey
• Monterey Co. ARES Net Wednesday 7:30 PM K6LY 146.970- (PL 94.8)
• NPSARC Net Wednesday at 8 PM on K6LY/R
WR6ABD 146.640- PL 162.2 / 442.900+ PL 162.2 (winsystem.org)
• LPRC Net Tuesday 8:00 PM  146.640-(PL 162.2)
• Amateur Radio Newsline broadcast Tuesday

• Santa Clara Valley Section Traffic NET  Tuesday 9:00PM 146.640- (PL 162.2)

FOR MORE INFO SEE: http://www.k6bj.org/freq.html

Holiday Luncheon
Saturday, December 13
This year’s holiday luncheon will again be at
the Best Western Seacliff Inn in Aptos, in the
same banquet room (the Seacliff Room, in
the same building as Severino’s). Check-in
starts at 12:30 PM, and the buffet starts at
1:00.
—Kathleen KI6AIE

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
P.O. BOX 238
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95061-0238

ARES Meeting (prior to club meeting)
SCCARC Meeting
Cake Meetings
Board Meeting
Short Skip articles due
SCCARC Meeting

Friday
Jul 18
Friday
Jul 18
2nd and 4th Sat
Thur
Jul 24
Monday Aug 4
Friday Aug 15

MONTHLY MEETINGS.
The SCCARC Meets at 7:30 PM, on the THIRD FRIDAY
of the each month (except December). Meetings are
at Dominican Hospital, Education Center, 1555 Soquel
Drive, Santa Cruz
.

Net Control Schedule:
7/14
7/2
7/28
8/4
8/11

Lou NJ6H
Chris KG6DOZ
Phil KE6UWH
Tom K6TG
Lou NJ6H
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